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During the 1990s, Japan began to move away from the pacifist-isolationist

consensus which dominated its approach to security matters during the

Cold War era. Major milestones in this process include: the beginning (in

1992) of Japanese Self Defense Force (SDF) participation in UN peace-

keeping operations; the 1996 U.S.-Japan Joint Security Declaration

outlining an agenda for expanded bilateral cooperation, including an

enlarged Japanese military role in regional contingencies; and the

inauguration in early 2000 of a Japanese parliamentary body to study

revision of the nation’s “Peace Constitution.”

What is behind these developments and what do they portend for Japan

and its relations with its Asian neighbors and the United States? Do they

foreshadow a revival of the militarism and ultranationalism of the 1930s? Or

do they reflect a growing desire to become a “normal country” in the sense

of playing a more active and independent political-military role?1

1 Diverging academic views on these questions are surveyed by Michael J. Green, “State
of the Field Report: Research on Japanese Security Policy,” National Bureau of Asian
Research, AccessAsia Review, Vol. 2, No.1, September 1998. 
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The Postwar Consensus 

A useful starting point for considering these questions is the nature of the

“postwar consensus” referred to above. Until the 1970s, of course, no such

consensus existed. During the 1950s and 1960s the nation was polarized

by a bitter left-right ideological confrontation over security issues and

Japan’s proper role in the world. The left, represented by the Japan

Socialist Party (JSP) and grounding itself on the “no-war” clause (Article

9) of the postwar constitution, advocated a posture of unarmed neutrality

in the Cold War and the pursuit of pacifist ideals. The right, led by the

Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), favored alignment with the U.S. in the

Cold War and limited rearmament to complement the American security

guarantee provided under the U.S.-Japan Mutual Security Treaty.

The LDP ultimately prevailed in this confrontation, but only by largely

co-opting the views of the left.2 Under the LDP’s compromise formula —

sometimes known as the Yoshida Doctrine after its architect, Prime

Minister Yoshida Shigeru — Japan was defined as a unique “peace state”

dedicated to realizing the pacifist ideals of its constitution. The security

treaty with the U.S. was upheld, but it was considered to require few

obligations on Japan’s part other than the provision of bases for American

military forces and diplomatic support of U.S. policies. The rebuilding of

Japan’s military forces was likewise affirmed, but only to the extent

necessary to assure a modest self-defense capability. There were four

important corollaries of the Yoshida Doctrine: “Japan would not dispatch

its Self-Defense Force abroad to be part of collective defense schemes;

Japan would not become a nuclear power; Japan would not export arms;

and Japan would limit its defense spending to 1 percent of GNP.”3

During the 1970s and 1980s the Yoshida Doctrine attracted broad public

and elite support, becoming, in effect, Japan’s reigning orthodoxy. A number

of factors help to explain this development. First, it enabled the nation to

2 John Dower, “Peace and Democracy in Two Systems: External Policy and Internal
Conflict,” in Andrew Gordon, ed.,Postwar Japan as History(Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993), pp. 22-5. 

3 Kenneth Pyle,The Making of Modern Japan(Lexington: Heath, 1996), p. 239. 
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channel its energies and resources into the pursuit of economic growth and

material prosperity. Second, it catered to the isolationist proclivities of the

Japanese people by permitting them to disassociate themselves from inter-

national power politics and the military dimension of international security.

Third, its “peace state” ideal appealed to Japanese nationalism by encouraging

the celebration of Japan’s uniqueness and superiority. Fourth, it meshed with

the perception of most Japanese that their country faced no serious external

security threat. Finally, it reassured those at home and abroad who feared that

Japan might again become an aggressive military power.

In the eyes of its critics, the Yoshida Doctrine’s principal shortcoming

was its prescription of a passive and dependent posture in political-military

affairs. Nationalists saw this as an affront to Japan’s dignity, while inter-

nationalists worried that it prevented Japan from playing a responsible

leadership role. Perhaps the most interesting critic was former prime minister

Nakasone who represented both camps. During his 1982-87 tenure as prime

minister, Nakasone attempted to loosen the Yoshida Doctrine’s constraints.

Thus, the 1 percent of GDP cap on defense spending was breached, the ban

on weapons exports was relaxed, and the SDF’s responsibilities were

expanded to include patrolling Japan’s sea-lanes up to 1,000 miles from its

shores. However, other elements of the Yoshida Doctrine were maintained.

Resistance to change came not just from the JSP (which continued to

espouse unarmed neutrality) but also from the LDP, the bureaucracy, the

media, and other power centers. The general public, while intrigued by

Nakasone’s rhetoric, was also unwilling to countenance fundamental

departures from the status quo. Japan thus entered the post-Cold War era

largely unprepared to assume larger security responsibilities.4

Post-Cold War Changes 

The difficulties which this unpreparedness posed for Japan were dramatically

underscored by the 1990-91 Gulf Crisis. U.S. and allied requests that

4 Nakasone’s “limited success” is described by Kenneth Pyle,The Japanese Question:
Power and Purpose in a New Era(Washington, D.C.: AEI Press, 1996), pp. 103-4. 
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Japan contribute military personnel as well as money and equipment to the

coalition effort threw the LDP-dominated political system into turmoil.

Few saw the crisis as posing a serious threat to Japanese interests, much

less one that justified setting aside the Yoshida Doctrine’s stricture against

the overseas deployment of the SDF.

Under intense and unrelenting U.S. pressure, Japan in the end provided

a substantial financial contribution ($13 billion). But LDP-sponsored

legislation which would have authorized the dispatch of noncombatant SDF

personnel to the Gulf in support of coalition forces died in the Diet for lack

of support. Rather than earning praise for their financial generosity and

principled stand against participating in the war, many Japanese were sur-

prised and mortified to find themselves assailed by derisive international

criticism of their reliance on “checkbook diplomacy.”

Sensitivity to this foreign criticism gave opponents of the Yoshida

Doctrine political leverage to secure enactment in 1992 of the UN

Peacekeeping Operations Cooperation Law authorizing SDF participation

in UN peacekeeping operations. While this legislation undoubtedly

reflects an important shift in Japanese thinking, pacifist and legal concerns

resulted in a variety of restrictions designed to minimize the exposure of

SDF peacekeepers to situations in which they might be obliged to use

force even in self-defense. For example, the Law made SDF participation

conditional on the opposing sides’ agreement to a cease-fire, their

acceptance of the deployment of the peacekeeping force, and their recog-

nition of the neutrality of that force.5 One might suggest, moreover, that

public support for SDF involvement in UN peacekeeping operations was

inspired as much by hopes of restoring Japan’s tarnished prestige in the

international community as by any newfound sense of its responsibility to

contribute more actively to international security.

The Gulf Crisis also gave impetus to a significant broadening of Japan’s

military responsibilities under the U.S.-Japan alliance to include logistical

5 Peter J. Katzenstein and Nobuo Okawara, “Japanese Security Issues,” in Craig C.
Garby and Mary Brown Bullock, eds.,Japan: A New Kind of Superpower?
(Washington, D.C.: The Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 1994), p. 61. 
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and other support to U.S. forces responding to regional contingencies “in the

areas surrounding Japan which will have an important influence on the

peace and security of Japan.” This undertaking, which was formally

announced at the April 1996 Clinton-Hashimoto summit, sprang primarily

from concern in both Tokyo and Washington that the alliance might not

survive a repetition of the Gulf Crisis, particularly if it involved a military

conflict near Japan in which U.S. forces sustained heavy casualties while the

SDF again sat on its hands. This concern was heightened in 1994 by the

inability of Japan to provide assurances of operational assistance in the

event of a U.S. conflict with North Korea over the latter’s nuclear program.

As noted by Mike Mochizuki, “only by (providing such assistance) could

Japan check the isolationist tendencies in the United States.”6

As elaborated in the 1997 U.S-Japan Guidelines for Defense

Cooperation, Japan’s willingness to cooperate militarily with the U.S. in

promoting regional security represents another “breakthrough” in

Japanese security thinking. Although publicly presented as merely an

extension of the Yoshida Doctrine’s “exclusive defense-oriented” posture,

it moves Japan close to de facto participation in collective security. Broad

acceptance in Japan of this move — unthinkable in the 1970s or even the

1980s — reflects the erosion of the complacency with which Japanese

viewed their external security. Key factors in this shift included North

Korea’s nuclear weapons program and missile testing, and China’s

military buildup, its continued nuclear testing, its assertive claims over the

Senkaku islands, and its use of “missile diplomacy” to try to intimidate

Taipei in the 1995-96 Taiwan Straits crisis.

Perhaps the most traumatic external shock of the decade was North

Korea’s firing of a ballistic missile over northern Japan in August 1998

which brought home to Japanese for the first time since 1945 their

vulnerability to military attack. In response to the public outcry over this

incident, Japan decided to proceed with long-discussed plans for joint

research with the U.S. on ballistic missile defense and the development of

6 Mike M. Mochizuki, ed.,Toward a True Alliance: Restructuring U.S.-Japan Security
Relations(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1997), p.14. 
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an independent satellite surveillance system to provide early warning of

missile launches. Also in reaction to the missile furor — and to public alarm

over the March 1999 interception of North Korean spy boats in Japanese

waters — the Diet overcame its inter-party squabbling and passed legislation

implementing the U.S.-Japan Guidelines on Defense Cooperation.

The heightened security concerns inspired by North Korean provoca-

tions provided critics of the Yoshida Doctrine with the public and political

support they had long sought for putting revision of Japan’s Peace

Constitution on the table. In July 1999 the Diet established a non-partisan

committee to study this issue, which began public hearings in January

2000. The hearings are expected to last five years and to focus on Article

9’s renunciation of military force, which forms the constitutional basis of

postwar Japanese pacifism. It should be noted, however, that while there

is broad support for changing Article 9, there is no consensus yet on how

it should be changed.7 Moreover, few in Japan seem to be in a hurry to sort

out this question. Some lawmakers, among them Nakasone, hope the

constitution can be formally revised within five years after the completion

of the committee’s work — in other words, within a decade.

The Problem of Japanese Nationalism 

The shift in Japanese security thinking during the 1990s described above

was driven mainly by external changes, particularly increased Chinese and

North Korean bellicosity. It was, however, facilitated by several domestic

developments. First, the collapse of the left-right axis of Japanese politics

and the JSP’s jettisoning of its longstanding advocacy of unarmed neutrality

weakened the influence of old-school pacifism. Second, the rise of Japan’s

postwar Baby Boom generation to leadership positions created a climate of

opinion more receptive to confronting postwar taboos regarding the use of

military force. Third, growing political nationalism disposed more Japanese

7 For an analysis of some of these views, see Kiyoshi Sugawa, “Time to Pop the Cork:
Three Scenarios to Refine Japanese Use of Force,” Brookings Institution, Center for
Northeast Asian Policy Studies, July 2000. 
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than heretofore to regard the use of such force as a legitimate and even

necessary means of upholding the nation’s dignity and integrity.

Signs of a more nationalistic outlook abound in contemporary Japan. It

is reflected, for example, in the popularity of the 1999 film “Pride” which

glorifies Japan’s wartime leader Hideki Tojo; the April 1999 election of out-

spoken right-wing nationalist Shintaro Ishihara as governor of Tokyo; and

the Diet’s August 1999 decision to accord official recognition to the nation’s

national flag and anthem, both of which have long been viewed by leftists

as symbols of prewar ultranationalism and militarism. The linkage of this

nationalism with an increased willingness to contemplate the use of military

force was underscored by public approval of the firing of warning shots by

Japanese destroyers during the North Korean spy boat incident — “the first

fired in anger by the Japanese navy since the Second World War.”8

Many observers, both within and outside Japan, regard rising popular

nationalism and lessening inhibitions against the use of military force as

troubling and even ominous developments. One reason for their concern

is what Kenneth Pyle calls the “indelible image” of Japanese as a people

who are predisposed by their history and culture toward militarist

excesses.9 This image seems to stem largely from Japan’s empire-building

in Asia during the 1930s and 1940s and from the behavior of its troops on

Pacific War battlefields. Whatever its origins, however, it assumes that

Japan can never be a “normal” country with respect to military force.

Thus, any Japanese moves to play a larger security role are — as was once

suggested by former Singapore prime minister Lee Kuan Yew — akin to

a reformed alcoholic consuming chocolate liqueurs.

There is no lack of evidence to support the latter interpretation of

Japanese character and intentions. Prominent right-wing nationalists like

Ishihara regularly issue provocative statements expressing approval of

prewar emperor-centered nationalism, denial that wartime atrocities such

as the Rape of Nanking occurred, and esteem for Japan’s pre-1945

colonial and imperialist ventures in Asia. As is suggested by Prime

8 Michael J. Green, “The Forgotten Player,”The National Interest(Summer, 2000), p. 42. 

9 Pyle,The Japanese Question, p.8. 
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Minister Mori’s reported statement last May that Japan is a “divine

country with an emperor at the center,” such notions are not confined to

extremists. Furthermore, mainstream adherents of the Yoshida Doctrine,

not just left-wing pacifists, voice fears that lifting pacifist restraints will

unleash an uncontrollable wave of chauvinist sentiment which will propel

Japan back toward militarism and ultranationalism.

Although such fears may eventually prove justified, there are several

reasons for supposing that they are overdrawn. First, in contrast to the

situation in the 1930s, contemporary popular nationalism does not spring

from rejection of the West, economic crisis, and political alienation.

Rather, it assumes openness to the outside world, satisfaction with Japan’s

democracy, and confidence in its economy (although, given Japan’s

economic difficulties, less confidence than a decade ago.) More than

anything else, contemporary nationalism reflects a reaffirmation of the

importance of the state in upholding national values. This marks a

significant change from the postwar situation when, even though Japanese

did not cease being highly nationalistic, they recoiled from the state and

its symbols. Japanese today arguably are becoming “normal” nationalists,

not reverting to ultranationalism.10

The refocusing of Japanese nationalism on the state entails a more pos-

itive evaluation of its armed forces — including the pre-1945 Imperial army

— in promoting national goals. There is no reason why this must be seen as

a manifestation of some latent pathological impulse in the Japanese nation-

al character toward militarism. Pride in the military is a normal feature of

nationalism in virtually all nation-states, and it does not necessarily connote

militarism. Considered from this perspective, the rejection of all things mil-

itary in postwar Japan was “eccentric” by international standards. True, the

SDF gained broad acceptance, but given the perceived absence of a serious

external threat and the numerous constraints on its use, it served no obvious

purpose other than occasional disaster relief. Furthermore, the unwilling-

ness of postwar Japanese to acknowledge that the SDF was a true “military”

reflected their misgivings about its legitimacy.

10 Yoshiya Muto, “Japanese Security Orientation: A Psychological Aspect,” unpublished
paper, July 3, 2000. 



Conclusions: Toward Normalcy 

The slow revival of political nationalism and the evolution of more

realistic attitudes toward external security challenges have undermined the

consensus which supported the Yoshida Doctrine, and are leading Japan

toward becoming a “normal country” in the way it perceives the use of

military force to promote national security. One might reasonably

anticipate that this process will eventually result in modifications to its

“exclusively defense-oriented” posture, probably including the legitimiza-

tion of Japanese participation in collective security arrangements and the

lifting of restrictions on SDF participation in UN peacekeeping operations,

which involve the use of force. However, sudden or radical departures from

established policies — such as a surge in defense spending or the acquisition

of power projection capabilities — are highly unlikely.

The latter assertion might appear to be belied by Japan’s reputation

for abrupt changes in course, such as those, which followed its defeat in

1945, the Manchurian Incident in 1931, and the appearance of

Commodore Perry’s Black Ships in 1853. However, each of these volte-

faces was provoked by an external crisis which was seen to threaten the

integrity if not survival of the nation. Absent such crises, modern Japanese

history reveals a strong preference for evolutionary over revolutionary

change, and an equally striking tendency to clothe change in the forms of

tradition.11 Since Japan faces no external crisis, it is reasonable to expect

that these historical patterns will dominate the pace and direction of the

“normalization” of its approach to national security.

One cannot, of course, be sure that Japan will not evolve, albeit incre-

mentally, into a military great power. With the world’s third largest

defense budget and a highly sophisticated industrial and technological

base, it undoubtedly has the potential to do so. As previously noted, more-

over, prominent political figures like Ishihara favor just such a course.

Even if Ishihara does not represent mainstream attitudes at either the elite

or mass level, these attitudes could change, particularly if there were a

11 Carol Gluck, “Themes in Japanese History,” in Ainslie T. Embree and Carol Gluck,
eds.,Asia in Western and World History(Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 1997), pp. 731-50. 
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dramatic deterioration in Japan’s external security environment. Japan’s

postwar pacifism is not necessarily immutable; indeed, as argued above, it

is already beginning to break down. Viewed historically, furthermore, it

might be seen as a somewhat aberrant interlude for a nation, which has

been dominated, by military elites and values for centuries.

This being said, there are a number of constraints on Japan’s “re-

militarization.” First, given the fact that Japan has not come to terms with

its prewar aggression in Asia, any move by it to become a military great

power would inspire alarm among its neighbors, particularly China and

Korea which are deeply suspicious of Japanese intentions. Second, current

budget deficits, coupled with the prospect of large future increases in

welfare spending to meet the needs of Japan’s rapidly aging population,

will limit resources available for defense. Third, despite dissatisfaction

with U.S. bases and interest in a larger SDF role, most Japanese oppose

increased defense spending and support continued reliance on the

American alliance.12 Fourth, Japan’s defense agency is a “weak sister”

within the Japanese government, being dominated by the more powerful

ministries of finance, foreign affairs, and international trade and industry.

Fifth, the SDF remains a “quasi-military” which is hobbled by a host of

legal and political restrictions, and which is still viewed with suspicion or

indifference by many Japanese.

In the final analysis, the direction in which Japan moves will largely

be determined by what it decides should be its proper international role

and place. In the past, this has always meant fitting into “an existing world

order with an already defined agenda.” In the uncertain post-Cold War

world, with its onrushing tide of globalization, resolving this question will

not be easy for Japanese — or for the rest of us.13

12 See U.S. Department of State Opinion Analysis,” Japanese Security Views Show
Movement After Korean Summit,” November 21, 2000. 

13 Carol Gluck, “Japan and America,” in Gluck and Embree,op. cit., p. 808.




